Recent research shows that local similarity calculations play a significant role in improving the recognition per formance of template matching systems. We present a new scheme for parametric similarity calculation and fu sion for image classification. State-of-the-art recognition results are obtained using the proposed method for a diffi cult task involving face images.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of similarity is widely used in the studies involv ing pattern matching and analysis [1 � 10) . In the past sev eral decades, deeper insights into the psychological and physical mechanisms of pattern classification have rein forced the notion of similarity as important to decision making mechanism in humans [4�9] .
Similarity calculations have been applied in the pat tern classification schemes to determine the class of an un known pattern or a group of patterns. Most popular are the measures of similarity that are based on correlation and grouped distances [10] . Contrary to these measures that are largely dependent on the calculation of correlation be tween a group of pixels, this paper presents a method to fuse similarities at pixel level. An immediate advantage with such an approach of similarity fusion over conven tional approaches is that the method becomes suitable for both pixel-level features and features formed from group of pixels.
PRESENTED METHOD
A numerical similarity between two objects Xl and Xt can be represented as ' l' when they are highly similar and '0' when they are least similar. We introduce a parametric min-max similarity 8 C that can be used to achieve such numerical similarities: The histograms showing the role of ratio simi larity exponent in the comparison between two randomly generated data having a uniform distribution. Figure 1 shows the comparison between a randomly generated data with uniform distribution that is strictly bounded within a range of [0, I]. It can be seen that from Fig 1, the first exponent where A = 1, the proposed similarity function captures the most similarity. The subsequent values of A reinforce only those similarities that are highly similar (close to a value of ' 1 ' ). Figure 2 shows a less likely situation where the data it self is of exponential nature. The exponential data is gen erated by using uniformly distributed data in an exponen tial function having a power of 10. Clearly for the situ ations A > 1, it can be seen that the proposed min-max exponential similarity provides a threshold decision by re ducing the false similarities and differences. Figure 3 shows a very likely case of gaussian data hav ing a mean of 0.5 and standard deviation of 0.2. This type of data is widely used in data processing applications that undergoes gaussian normalization. In such situation the similarities for low values of A are distributed uniformly. We need to avoid such distribution of similarity as we want to have a clear representation of true similarity and true difference. Uniform similarity would result in ambiguous similarity and make the global decision likely to be wrong. Again with increasing the values of A it becomes certain that the strong similarity values become distinguishable The local similarity s between the like pixels of two comparing images are calculated using the following sim ilarity fusion mechanism:
A=l where the parameter N is determined empirically, opti mum at a value 6. The global similarity S between two comparing images are then calculated as:
In an image recognition experiment involving recog nition of a test image with respect to multiple library im ages, similarity calculations are essential for classification of the test image. Multiple library images result in multi ple similarity scores SP, where p signifies the index of the Graphical illustration showing the performance improvement using similarity fusion at pixel level compared library image. The best match is determined by ranking these similarities followed by selecting the index of the top rank.
EXAMPLE: FACE RECOGNITION
AR face recognition database has been used to verify the recognition ability of the presented method [11] . The database consists of face images with various levels of natural vari ability. This is required to study the performance of the proposed similarity fusion in a standard template match ing problem. A specific problem that has proved to be very difficult in recognition of face images is the single sample per person face recognition problem. Limitation in the number of images per person in the library results in low number of stable pixels for comparison with the test image. This makes the recognition task very difficult and often results in poor recognition accuracies. For our experiments we use 100 images in the library with each image representing a face (a unique class). 2500 face images with varying degrees of natural variability are used for testing the recognition performance. The face im ages are localized and cropped to a size of 160 x 120 pixels based on the location of eye-coordinates. Before the pre sented similarity fusion method is applied, every image undergoes a preprocessing filtering (using local standard deviation filter [12] ). The standard deviation filter window size is fixed at 7 x 5 pixels determined empirically to be optimal. Figure 4 shows the result of the experiment performed on AR database. The application of the presented similar ity fusion method at pixel level increases the recognition rate with increasing values of A. Further, the local similar ity method outperforms global similarity method such as correlation by about 10%. Figure 5 shows the histogram of pixel intensity values of gallery and test images after the application of standard deviation filter. It can be seen that application of standard deviation filter results in highly skewed exponential distribution indicative of the removal of intensity offsets in images due to changes in illumina tion. This also means that edges and spatial variations in the images are only represented. Figure 6 shows the dis- Fig. 4 . This would indicate the ability of the method to remove false similarities. As a result, the class discrimination between inter-class similarity calculations in improved.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel method to fuse the similarity between compared images at pixel level. The method is applicable for wide range of data types and is useful in practical recognition problems such as shown through the example of face recognition. It was shown that the use of increased number of simi larities through the fusion parameter A results in increased classification accuracy. The increased class discriminatory ability is attributed to its ability to differentiate between false and true similarities with increased values of A.
An extended application of such a method can be in multi-biometric and multi-sensor systems, where data with different distributions need to be compared and similarities calculated.
